Paradise on Earth (7 Days)
Srinagar - Sonmarg - Gulmarg – Pahalgam

Day 01: Srinagar Arrival
-

Arrive Srinagar Airport and transfer to the floating Houseboat (anchored at one place
in the famous Dal Lake).

-

Later, enjoy a traditional Kashmiri Shikara ride on the Dal / Nagin Lake for around an
hour before sunset in the evening.

-

Overnight at Houseboat, Srinagar.

Day 02: Srinagar
-

Breakfast at the houseboat

-

Day is free till lunch. After lunch, proceed for local sightseeing tour of Srinagar city
which includes Cheshme-Shahi (The Royal Spring) , Nishat Garden ( Garden of
Pleasure ), Shalimar (Abode of Love), and for darshan to Adi Sakaracharya Temple
located on topmost point of Srinagar city. From here, you can have a spectacular
view of entire Dal / Nagin Lake & some parts of Srinagar city. Evening is free for
shopping of dry fruits, Kashmiri woolen shawls and local handicrafts famous at Lal
Chowk.

-

Overnight at Houseboat, Srinagar.

Day 03: Srinagar - Sonmarg - Srinagar [96 Kms / 3.5 Hrs]
-

Breakfast at the houseboat

-

Check out and proceed, for a day excursion to one of the most scenic places in
Kashmir, Sonmarg- the Meadow of gold also visit the Thajjiwas Glacier at Sonmarg.
Return early evening to Srinagar City en-route visit famous Hazrat Bal Dargah. Spend
your evening on the banks of Dal Lake.

-

Return back to Srinagar and check in at the hotel

-

Overnight at Srinagar.

Day 04: Srinagar - Gulmarg [60 Kms / 2 Hrs]
-

Breakfast at the hotel

-

Check out and transfer to Gulmarg.

-

Later proceed for an excursion of Gulmarg, Meadow of Flowers. Gulmarg is a Lush
Green valley and one of the loveliest resorts in the uplands situated North West of

Srinagar. Here, you can enjoy a pony ride (at your own expense) or trek around
famous golf course.
-

Take a Gondola ride to the skiing point.( Cost Included)

-

Return back and check in at the hotel.

-

Overnight at Gulmarg.

Day 05: Gulmarg - Pahalgam [149 Kms / 5 Hrs]
-

Breakfast at the hotel

-

Later check out and proceed to Pahalgam. It is one of the most beautiful places in
Kashmir known for its dense forests, famous for film shooting.

-

Arrival Pahalgam and check in at the hotel.

-

Overnight at Pahalgam.

Day 06: Pahalgam
-

Breakfast at the hotel

-

Day is free at leisure. You may go for walking tour on Pony ride to many beautiful
spots around Pahalgam including Chandanwadi and Aru Valley which is famous for
various film shot there. In the evening enjoy shopping at the Mall (local market) for
Kashmiri Handicrafts.

-

Overnight at Pahalgam.

-

NB: Please be advised in Pahalgam, outstation vehicles are not allowed in the city
centre ,hence guest are required to take the local taxi’s for any tour required. ( at
own expense)

Day 07: Pahalgam - Srinagar Departure
-

Breakfast at the hotel

-

Rest of the day at Leisure till your departure to Srinagar Airport.

Inclusions:
-

Accommodation on Twin Sharing basis at given hotels or similar.

-

All applicable hotel taxes.

-

Transfers & Standard Sightseeing as given in the itinerary by A/C - Non A/C.

-

Driver Allowance, Fuel Charges, Road Toll Tax, Parking & Interstate Taxes of Vehicle.

-

Meals as per Itinerary. (Jain meal available on request.)

Exclusions:-

Domestic Air fare / Train fare.

-

Any portage at Airport and Hotels tips, Laundry, Mineral water, Telephone charges

-

Personal nature and meals and drinks not specified in the inclusions.

-

Any services not specifically mentioned in the inclusions.

-

Any increase in taxes or fuel, leading to increase in surface transportation and land
arrangements, which may come into effect prior to departure.

-

Entrances Fees to the monuments.

-

Any Applicable Government tax as of 01 July 12.

